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Note
You may notice an occasional alteration of verb tense in these essays. Most of these
reports are written in the past tense, even though much of what I describe still exists. For
example, if I mention that Big Sur “was” a fine place, I do not mean it is no longer fine,
as it still is fine. Because I am recounting the trip in the past about present topics, this
approach is consistent with the material.
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Traveling America (XI)
Pacific Coast Highways
Report One
January 16 – 25, 2010:: Introduction
Hello from Your on the Street Reporter. It is a fine sensation to be on the road again,
away from the routines of life in America
America.
Routines. We citizens can roam around this country at will. We have the freedom to
travel,, almost unfettered, within the generous “routines” of America’s
’s culture and its laws.
laws This
latitude, this freedom, we Americans take for granted.
The near absence of restrictions should not be taken lightly. In many parts of the world,
they do not exist. For others, if they exist, if you dare to travel, to do a “Traveling Your Country”
series, you risk your very life.
For many humans, having routines in their lives is a luxury to their existence. Thus, I
thank my lucky stars that I have a secure routine; that I can securely leave it for yet another one.
Compared to so many of my fellow humans on this planet
planet,, what luxury I live in.
That said, back to the subject of this article: traveling the Pacific Coast Highway. I begin
this essay as I roust myself out of the cocoon of my day-to-day routine.. And I thank Mother and
Father Nature for giving me the will and muscular fortitude to rais
raisee my miserable body from my
warm bed, my temporary cocoon.
I’m reminded of the Willie Nelson song, “On the Road Again.”” Willie hits the road to
sing. I’m hitting
ng the road to explore and write.
Recently, I traveled over the Pacific Coast highways (Routes 101 and 11,, shown in Figure
1). The trip began in Portland, Oregon, where I took Routes 99W and 18 to the Pacific Coast. I
made my way to Portland from our home in Idaho via Spokane and Seattle---cities
cities you might
wish to visit, and subjects for later report
reports.

Figure 1. Route for Traveling
America (XI)
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The journey took me through meandering roads. The end-to-end trip, from Idaho to my
winter home in Palm Springs, was a distance of 1,958 miles; quite a bit longer than the way the
crow could fly (about 1,300 miles), even if the crow were so-inclined.
The length in distance and amount of time for this drive were of no importance. Just the
opposite. My intent was to pay little attention to miles and no attention to minutes. The idea was
to pay attention to what was going on during those clock-driven, tick marks against life.
The philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer said, “The years pass more quickly as we become
older.”1 I disagree, if only in degree: The years pass more quickly if we allow them to. If we
remain sedentary and take only a few moments of our time to capture new experiences, then
later, only a few moments are secured in our memories for reminiscence. If memories of the past
are few, the years seem to have passed quickly, because we can’t remember much about them.
In a fine quirk of human nature, our minds do not store the experiences of hours-uponhours of TV Land reruns, ESPN replays, or American Idol repetitions. Our minds more readily
capture and retain---for our later reflection and enjoyment---the different experiences we’ve
taken through life’s highways.
My trip over the Pacific Coast highways was a physical journey over asphalt. But it was
also a passage over parts of my life’s highways. The trip---as with all new adventures--prolonged my life, if only in my mind. It was also a hell of a lot of fun.
Method and Time for Recording Events
With some of these reports, I used a recorder and let it play-out the scenes. I rarely took
notes during my interviews and conversations. I did take notes after the dialogues took place.
Thus, all quotes in this report are taken from direct recordings or the expansion of my notes. For
all, I have been careful to be accurate and reflect the spirit of the exchanges.
My drive over the Pacific Coast highways is finished. I am writing the reports about this
trip from Palm Springs, California. (Last year’s Idaho winter defeated me.) As explained in the
preface, with some minor exceptions, these reports are written in the past tense.
Bucket Lists
Until this trip, one item on my bucket list was: “While you are still able to steer a car,
navigate it over the Pacific Coast highways.” Many years ago, I had driven parts of these roads
in southern California, but not the fabled areas in the northwest part of America. I had heard
stories about the astounding Redwood forests in northern California, and the beauty of the Big
Sur coastline. I had seen pictures of these gems of nature, which whetted my appetite to see them
in person.
A brief word about bucket lists. Until I watched the film named The Bucket List, I had
never compiled such a list, although I do keep in mind a wish list of places to see and things to
do before I die. I now have such a list somewhat firmly in my mind. The to-do items in the list
come-and-go, depending on my state of mind when the subject wells-up in my gray matter.
In spite of my inexperience with kick-the-bucket lists, I have a suggestion: Make a list of
what you would like to do before you kick the bucket. Be sure and keep at least one item on the
list. Be very sure you do not let your bucket go empty. If you do, you might just as well kick the
1

Arthur Schopenhauer, “Counsels and Maxims,” (2.9), Essays of Arthur Schopehauer, tr. T. Bailey Sanders, 1851,
in Leonard Roy Frank, Quotationary (New York: Random House, 2001), 867.
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bucket. It’s the doing of things that keeps us going. However fanciful, it’s also the thinking about
doing them that stretches out our years.
Talking with Strangers
With the exception of phone calls to let my family know I had not run-off a Big Sur cliff
or crashed into a giant Redwood tree, I spoke only to strangers for the entire trip. I had thought
of visiting relatives in San Francisco and son Tommy in LA, but I decided not to do so.
At the risk of offending my loved ones, I did not make much of these attempts. I am one
for friendships and camaraderie. I value family.
But I also value and seek, on occasion, immersion in solitude. For me, solitude, total
solitude, is a self-reinforcing aspect of my mental makeup. I cannot succor the company of
others until I have had a chance to succor the company of myself.
During this trek, I discovered strangers were more apt to listen to my prattle than friends
and family. We Black brothers are prone to tell drawn-out stories. My mom and dad were fine
raconteurs so it might be in our DNA. For this trip, not once did this familiar put-down occur:
- Uyless, “Say, did I ever tell you about the time... .”
- Person who knows Uyless, “Yes! More than once.”
I could safely discard this question and simply initiate a listener’s drift toward sleep by,
“Say, let me tell you about (a subject of no interest to anyone except me).”
Reporterette declined this trip; she had traveled parts of these roads prior to becoming
Reporterette. Our dog Milli showed little interest because I explained the idea to her without
food in my hand. I was on my own for a while.
During this trek, I listened to Willie, Waylon, Ludwig, and others on the CD. More often,
I kept the CD off and the passenger window down to take-in the sounds of wind, rain, and
waves. The passenger seat got a soaking, but it was of no importance.
The Frankenstorm
The first seven days of the trip were taken in continuous heavy rain, often fog, and
sometimes heavy wind. Both night and day, the rain came. The San Diego Union-Tribune
newspaper called this protracted squall the Frankenstorm. I encountered several flooded roads.
One small part of Route 1 had dropped off into the ocean. Fortunately, a lane remained intact and
above water, so the road crews let vehicles pass. Some homes on the Russian River were
flooded. South of San Francisco, families had to be evacuated from buildings that were near the
sea.
I could not have asked for better weather. The waves that came ashore over the entire
Pacific coastline were spectacular. A National Park Ranger told me the swells were around thirty
feet high. Some waves crashed onto small rock islands near the shore. For a second or so, the
islands disappeared. Beethoven’s Fifth offered fitting background music to the cacophony of the
waves.
In addition to the ocean, having been reared in an arid part of America, I could not get
enough of rain. As an added bonus, most of the trip was made through light traffic. After all, who
in his right mind was going to navigate cliff-hanging, switched-backed curves on roads with no
railings---all in the middle of a huge storm? In for a dime, in for a dollar. On King!
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Traveling America (XI)
Pacific Coast Highways
Report Two
January 17, 2010: Portland, Oregon, to Newport, Oregon

Oregon
Lincoln City

Portland
Museum

Newport
Yaquina

Coos Bay
Bandon

Port Orford

Brookings

I left Portland in the middle of a rainstorm and deep banks of fog. I took to the west side
of the city to Route 99W. (If you are making this trip, don’t take 99E, which you will encounter
before 99W.) I then left 99W for Route 18, and settled-in for a couple hours of driving through
farmland in order to reach the Pacific shore and Route 101.
I was playing Jean-Michel Jarre’s Equinoxe. Using electronic wizardry that is beyond me,
some of the tunes in this album mimic rainstorms and lightning bolts. The work is beautiful,
some of it startling. Part 8 of the work was an almost surreal match for the storm around me. But
after a while, I turned-off the music, lowered the windows, and let nature’s natural rhythms
furnish the aural entertainment.
To my surprise, in the middle of a rural part of Oregon, near the community of
McMinnville, I came across a huge museum complex. Three massive buildings, beautifully set in
the landscape, housed the Evergreen Aviation and Space Museum. One of the buildings and a
Boeing 747 are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The Evergreen Aviation and Space Museum.

I almost missed this place. I was idly driving, somewhat taking-in the scenery--concentrating on Willie’s “Momma Don’t Let Your Babies to Grow Up to be Cowboys,” when
suddenly to my right appeared a Boeing 747! In the midst of a rural countryside sat this famous
airplane. Having gained my attention, I slowed down and pulled into the entrance to take a tour.
The museum is owned by Evergreen International Aviation, whose home base is in this
part of Oregon. Although not as big as the Smithsonian air and space museums, it is on a par
with them in quality of exhibits. The prized display is the Spruce Goose, the largest airplane ever
built. It is not made of spruce, but of birch. Howard Hughes, who created the airplane, was not
happy with its nickname, but it stuck, presumably because Spruce Goose had a nice ring to it.
Birch Goose did not rhyme.
It is astoundingly big. Take a look at Figure 2. It shows the front of the plane. I tried to
take some shots to show the wingspan, which is nineteen feet longer than a football field (the
span is 319 feet, 11 inches). But I was unable to capture the image.

Figure 2. The Spruce Goose.

Figure 3 shows typical scenes at this museum. As you can see, many different kinds and
generations of aircraft are on display.
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Figure 3. Typical scenes.

I took a guided tour of a B-17, also known as the Flying Fortress. The rear of the plane is
shown in Figure 4. This plane gained its fame during WWII because of its deadly daytime raids
over Germany. (It was deadly for the Germans and deadly for the plane crews.) The bomber was
indeed a flying fortress. It had armor on its fuselage and was outfitted with 13 machine guns.

Figure 4. The B-17.

The guide was insightful and informative. I learned in 15 minutes what would have taken
hours of reading to absorb. I would have liked to have spent more time at this museum, but I
wanted to get on the road in order to reach the Pacific Coast highways while there was sufficient
light to take in the scenes. The guide wanted me to stick around and seemed a bit disappointed
that I did not pay more attention to the bomb bay doors. Maybe it was a slack hour, or a slack
day. Being located in a cow pasture, maybe it was a slack year. But I hope not. I hope this
museum draws many visitors. It’s exceptional.
Route 18 and onto Route 101
The drive from McMinnville to Lincoln City was scenic and peaceful. The remainder of
the way to the ocean on Route 18 went through the "H. B. Van Duzer Scenic Corridor.” Again,
pleasant, and easy to drive, even in a storm. Ludwig’s “Emperor” piano concerto accompanied
the rain drops’ sounds as the water splashed across the windshield.
Before long, I had reached the planned beginning of my trek, the Pacific Coast highways. From
Lincoln City, I started south on this road and within minutes, I came across the Chinook Winds
Uyless Black 2010
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Casino.
Nature is fine, even grand. Texas Hold’um is fine, maybe not grand, but I was ready for a
break. I would have ample time to commune with Mother Nature and the bucolic evidences of
her handiwork. For now, I decided to try my handiwork at cards. Granted, this diversion does
not, as I’ve been told, ‘segue’ with this overall story. So, I’ll put this tale in a sidebar, and move
on to the bucolic parts of the trek.
Sidebar: Overplaying a Hand?
Here is the full set of cards (The cards were sufficiently unsuited to preclude a flush draw, so
suits will not be discussed. The opponent was playing to my right; thus, he could bet first.):
Down Cards

Reporter:

A

Flop

A

River

J

7

Q
A

Opponent:

Turn

4

7

7

As the hand progressed, other players dropped out. By the time the “turn” card came-up, two
players were left. I was confident of my hand. After the “flop” I had a pair of Aces and a
powerful kicker (the fifth card to a five-card hand), the Queen. I put out an aggressive bet on the
flop. My opponent, who had two pair (Aces and Sevens) called me. The “turn” was a good card
for me. If my opponent had to use it for his kicker, my Queen would beat his Jack.
I bet aggressively on the turn, hoping to push my opponent out of the pot. He called. As you can
see, he had me beat, even on the flop. But two pair can be trouble, especially if the player is
faced with an aggressive bettor (me), and playing with a low kicker. Nonetheless, he called, as
two Aces and any two pair is a good hand on the turn.
The “river” sealed my fate. But I did not know it. Now I had two pair, but my opponent had a
full house. He was to my right, so he could bet first. And he did. He went “all in,” which means
he bet all his chips.
I realized he probably had me beat. In hindsight, I had overplayed my hand.
I’m not a serious Texas Hold’um player, nor a very talented one. I don’t play in high-stakes
games. Also, because I know my limitations, I keep a rather modest chip pile in front of me.
Thus, if I have to go all in with a hand that is marginal, as the one above, I will not take a big hit.
Of course, this very conservative rule does not pertain to tournaments; just when I’m playing for
a couple hours, such as this brief lay-over.
I said, “Nice hand,” picked up my bruised pride and headed-out of the casino.
Duly self-chastised, I left the casino and got back onto Route 101. On this road, the
ambience was much better. No banter at a card table; no NFL playoffs blaring out during the
poker hands; no concern with losing my poker money. No matter at all. If Thoreau didn’t worry
Uyless Black 2010
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about money, why should I, a fellow wanderer into nature, be concerned?2
This part of 101 is four-lane. It is densely populated with shops, often next to one
another. Franchise store chains are common. It is a major tourist area, but being adjacent to the
coast, it is still quite pleasant. For this trip, tourists were few-and-far between.
The Yaquina Head Area. If you have time…and time is what you should have for this
trip…take some stops around the Yaquina Head area of Route 101. I snapped the shot in Figure 5
of a peninsula around this part of the highway. These promontories are more the rule than the
exception and Yaquina Head is an example of one that extends one mile into the ocean. Because
of the late hour and darkness, I did not go all the way to the end of the Yaquina Head. I was
ready for some rest.

Figure 5. The coast around Yaquina Head and Newport, Oregon.

Tucking-in for the Night. It was late afternoon. I pulled into Newport, Oregon, and
checked into a seaside hotel. Once in my room, I turned on the TV to watch the San Diego
Chargers blow a playoff game to the New York Jets. I watched the game in a rather desultory
manner. It was difficult to glue myself to a small tube of pixels while my view from the balcony
provided an expansive screen showing Mother Nature at her best.
The loud noise of the waves coming into the hotel room might have been disturbing to
some people. Turn off that surf, I'm trying to watch TV! Not for me. The waves of the ocean,
falling onto the shore, give me a sense of aural relief; a dose of therapy from the cacophonous
world of city streets. For this night, the sounds from the ocean were loud and pervasive, owing
their ferocity to the Frankenstorm. To me, their ongoing never ending assaults on the shore were
2

I recall from Walden Pond that Henry did a lot of counting of his coins. Not that he needed to; he came from a
wealthy family, but that was one of his ways of relating to the common folk and their being dependent on each and
every penny they could muster.
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pleasant white noise.
I had the luck to have a room with a fireplace. From the fourth floor of the hotel, my eyes
wandered from the hot flames of the fire inside the room to the cold waves just outside. I had it
all, at least for an evening. I kept the balcony door open, the fireplace on, and drifted-off into a
fine sleep.
But only for a while. The surf sounds outside my door eventually gained the attention of
my drowsing subconscious. I had awakened in the middle of the night. I grumbled a bit, then
rambled out of my warm bed to make my way to the room’s balcony. There, several hundred
yards from the shore, I watched the sea’s waves forming.
As before, the waves announced their presence with a continuous roar. For this shore,
which gradually descended into the ocean, they formed themselves into six and sometimes seven
bands of white-ribboned breakers; one behind the other, like marching rows of optic soldiers.
They seemed to carry their own glow. The fog and clouds masked any light coming from the
moon. The meager lamps from the shore had no effect on the water. The waves appeared to be
radiating light, a self-sustained luminescence.
While I was contemplating the inexplicable source of the waves’ luminosity, power was
lost at the hotel and the surrounding region. I looked across the coastline. To my right and left,
all was dark.
A lightning storm had formed several miles off-shore. Its power radiated a suffused light
across the distant horizon. Not the jagged thunderbolts as seen over a New Mexico prairie, but a
muted glow behind the waves. The flashes spread themselves across the lower sky that was next
to the ocean. The storm displayed a broad spectrum of diffused light that, for a second or so,
illuminated the backdrop to Mother Nature’s magnificent stage, and just as suddenly,
disappeared into the night.
Humbled and happy, I returned to bed for more shut-eye.
Before drifting off again, I thought about the relentless nature of the ocean’s waves
coming to shore. For eons, the water’s swells have been continuous and continual. How could a
stone on the shore not become a pebble, eventually, a grain of sand? For hundreds of centuries it
has been subjected to the patient fury of the ocean. The old saying, “like a rock” was a transitory
image if the rock were subject to Mother Nature’s sea waves.
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Traveling America (XI)
Pacific Coast Highways
Report Three
January 18, 2010: Newport, Oregon, to Brookings, Oregon
The rain continued today. The storm off shore was still in force, but the incoming waves
appeared to be abating. The high waves were memories of yesterday. I left Newport just after
sunlight, with the intent of having no intent.
Johnny Cash was singing “I walk the Line.” Dave Dudley followed-up with “Six Days on
the Road.” Roger came on with “King of the Road.” Fine music for traveling the highways.
The drive down the coastal highway of Route 101 was merely spectacular. For two
hundred miles, all the way to the Oregon-California state line, I encountered scenes such as those
shown in Figure 6. You might think such repetition would lead to boredom. If so, do not make
this drive. Besides, a person who lets himself become bored is likely to become a boring person.
But if for no other reason, the sharp curves around cliffs with no guardrails should hold
your attention and interest. If you are driving, do not rubberneck too much. Pull off into the
many turn-outs. And while you’re driving around the steep slopes, do not look down.

Figure 6. Two hundred miles of grandeur.

With each turn of the road, I took another deep breath, and I said to myself, There can’t
be more of this! Yet there was. Even on the rare occasions when Route 101 went slightly inland
and the sea was not visible, it was still a beautiful drive.
The drive from Port Orford to Brookings was the most sensational of all. That statement
is not easy to make, as this part of Route 101 is consistently surrounded with beautiful images.
While driving this highway, I thought about the idea that the beauty of nature is usually related to
sight. But with the window down, it occurred to me that nature’s beauty was also hearing,
feeling, and smelling. The cadences of these four interrelated compositions create nature’s
symphonies.
I realize I’m “waxing” a bit in these reports, but I make no apologies. I’ll bet if you take
Oregon’s coastal 101, you’ll also want to carry-on about the scenery.
For this part of the trip, here are a few more suggestions: The road maps show many
campsites, pull-overs for viewing sites, state parks, and private tourist attractions. Every few
Uyless Black 2010
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miles, a small town with two or three shops will appear. Slow down; take it easy. For the Pacific
Coast highways, it pays to be a patient traveler. For that matter, I venture that it is a good idea to
be a patient traveler over all our highways, including those of life.
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Traveling America (XI)
Pacific Coast Highways
Report Four
January 19, 2010: Brookings, Oregon, to Eureka, California

Brookings
Redwood
Country

Orick
Eureka
Leggett

California

Ft.Bragg
Elk
Gualala
Bodega Bay
San Francisco
Santa Cruz
Big Sur Area
Hearst Castle
St. Louis Obispo

Carpinteria
Los Angeles

San Diego

Today’s trip over the Pacific Coast highways was short in distance and long in time. The
route took me through Redwood forests and along the coastal areas, but I traveled only two
hundred miles. I took it easy while driving through narrow, switched-backed, wet roads.
I put on Beethoven’s Violin Concerto in D (Opus 6). Even if you’re not a fan of Ludwig,
give the second movement of this music a try. It’s almost as fine as Faron Young’s “Hello
Walls,” which is one of the greatest C&W pieces of music ever written.
I stopped at a National Park Service facility in Brookings to obtain more information on
nearby Redwood National Park. A Park Ranger was so excited about the storm he had trouble
focusing on trees. He was a surfer and was eager for the waves to die-down before he took them
on.
Nonetheless, he offered advice and interesting thoughts about this part of America. I recorded
this conversation:
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- Reporter, looking at a map on the Ranger’s counter, “I didn’t realize the Redwood was so
prevalent in this part of the country. It’s spread all down the coast.” (See Figure 7.)

Figure 7. Redwood’s Footprint.

- Ranger, “Hmm. Look again. The green on the map shows former growth. The red shows the
present.”
- “Oops. I see. Not much left is there? Lots of cutting?”
- “Much of the loss came from ice age glaciers…over eleven centuries ago. Only three species
survived. Here in California we have the Giant Sequoia and Coast Redwood. There’s a Dawn
Redwood in China.”
- “The glaciers weren’t exactly tree-huggers were they?”
- “Ha. Have you been to the Petrified Forest in Arizona?
- “Yep, a couple years ago.”
- “Those trees down there existed over 135 million years ago. They were Sequoias. And the
trees you will see up here are around 2300 years old. Based on ring counts, some experts
place them close to 4000 years old.”
- “Hmm. Almost two centuries BC.”
- “Yeah, that’s a frequent comparison. I like the comparison of one of these Redwoods being a
seedling when the Romans were occupying Great Britain. Keeps things in perspective.”
- “I suppose so. Why are they so easy to grow around here?”
- “In a word: water.”
- “Uh, what’s the biggest Redwood?”
- “In height or girth?
“How about height?”
Uyless Black 2010
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“Just above 350 feet.”
“Girth?”
“Around 80 feet.”
“Incredible.”
“Yeah, and the Redwood nerds argue about which is more important, height or girth. Seems
silly, but you can find a lot of nonsense about this on the Web.”
- “Really? It reminds me of us macho males and our bragging rights about size.”
- “Yeah. Anyway, here are some suggestions for your drive down 101. I’ll direct you around
the closed roads.”
-

I will not repeat the many reports, movies, articles,
and books about the splendor of these trees and the forests
they inhabit. They are certainly grand. Compared to the
local Maples in our front yards, they make their presence
known in a more visible manner. We will use this part of
the report to examine a famous Redwood.
After leaving the Park station, I continued on
Route 101 to Route 1 and found a sign directing me to the
Chandelier Tree: the drive-through tree.3 During his
briefing, the Park Ranger did not mention this historic
stopover. Maybe its private concession was at odds with
his public concessions job. Maybe he was envious that the
Park Service did not have a drive-through tree. Or
probably more accurately, he could not countenance the
disemboweling of the innards of a Redwood---as shown in
Figure 8.
The size of the opening can be appreciated by
comparing it to the building behind the tree. Taken from
the end of this building, the structure could almost be
slipped through the hole.
We can only marvel at the ruggedness that nature
has instilled into its arboreal citizens. Toward the
Figure 8. The Drive-through tree.
beginning of its roots, this tree has only a small part of its
innards intact. Yet it continues to thrive.
After leaving the drive-through tree, I…no, I did not drive through it. For some weird
reason, I could not put my heart into driving a Toyota SUV through a Giant Sequoia Redwood.
Don’t ask me why. I’ve asked myself and have come up with no answer. After all, it had already
been violated. What’s one more penetration?
I have no idea, but it did not work for me. I left the site with an unsatisfactory feeling.
What was the point of the lumberjack putting this hole in a tree? To show the bigness of the
trunk?

3

Consulting the road map above, this tree is located near Leggett, on Route 1. I’ve placed it in this earlier report to
keep the Redwood tree descriptions in one place. I came by this tree the following day (January 20).
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Paul Bunyan
Arboreal abstinence aside, a few miles away from this tree, I came across another small
tourist town. One of the businesses was a curio shop. In front of this store was a large woodcarved statue of Paul Bunyan, as shown in Figure 9 (and likely carved out of a Redwood). I paid
a visit to the store.

Figure 9. Paul Bunyan says hello.

- Reporter, “Hello. That’s an impressive statue outside your door. A lumberjack, Paul
Bunyan?”
- Clerk, “Yep, as good as any.”
- “It says here you do tours of the Redwoods.”
- “Slow just now. The weather.”
- “Yeah. Say, I noticed the name of your business is ‘Trees of Mystery.’ That’s the
Redwoods?”
- “Yep. Looking for a tour?”
- “Not now, thanks…Just wondering why you have a big statue of Paul Bunyan on your
lawn.”
- “Say what?”
- “Paul Bunyan cut down trees. He was sorta’ like an anti-role model for tree preservation.”
- “Just wondering where you’re comin’ from. We get the likes of you in here all the time.
Son, if the Redwoods weren’t disappearing, I’d be out of business. Paul Bunyan is my best
advertisement.”
- “Really?”
- “Really.”
- “This has been educational.”
- “I figured as much.”
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Sidebar: The Tree Man from Virginia
During our residency in Virginia’s Shenandoah Valley, we sometimes had need for a tree cutter.
Our home was surrounded by tall trees. On one occasion, one fell and damaged our balcony.
Our lumberjack was Robert Fletcher. Robert ran a three-person company (with his two sons)
named The Tree Man. As we became friends, he told me his best business came from out of
town when some unfortunate town or city suffered a huge storm and had to bring in extra help to
remove fallen or damaged trees. One day, we had this talk:
-

“Robert, I noticed you get most of your income from cutting-down trees.”
“That’s right, Mr. Black. Keeps the gravy on the table.”
“I think the sign on the side of your truck is incorrect.”
Robert had a fine way of looking at a person with his kind, huge, limpid blue eyes. They
showed humor, sorrow, and never-ending patience.
“What’s that, Mr. Black?”
“Your title should be The Anti-Tree Man.”
Robert looked at me with one of his patented and patient, limpid moments, then responded,
”That’s real good, Mr. Black. I’ll tell that to my wife tonight. She’ll get a big kick out of it.”
“Just a joke, Robert.”
“How many trees have I planted for you up here?”
“Over thirty.”
“How many have I cut down?”
“Counting the one that wiped out my balcony, three or four.”
“The joke’s on you, Mr. Black.”
“That it is Robert; that it is.”

A Café Stop
After visiting the Redwoods, I stopped-off at Orick, California, for some breakfast. The
place is the Palm Café and Motel (noted as “world famous” on its calendar) and the ZIP is
95555---just in case you are in the area, or might want to mail-in an order for…well, listen-up:
-

-

"Coffee?"
"Yes, scrambled eggs and dry toast."
"Dry toast? Dry? Any hash browns?"
“No, thanks.”
“Are you sure? Maybe someone with you might like them… . Eh, you traveling alone? No
one in the car?”
“I left my wife and dog back in Idaho to take care of my mother-in-law.”
“Ha!”
“Just kidding. I’ve been wanting to drive the Pacific Coast highways for a long time. I’m
doing it now. My wife didn’t want to make the trip. She’s done some of it before. So, I’m
making it myself. A stop here, a stop there. And here is one of my stops…for some eggs.”
“You sure now that you don’t want some of those hash browns?”
“No, thanks.”
…“Must be nice. Never having to talk or answer while you’re driving along.”
“It’s good to get alone sometimes… . I…”
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- “Never having to worry about stopping or not stopping; just doing what you want to.”
- “It’s a good change of pace for some people. But I have friends who can’t be by themselves
for a minute.”
- “It sure sounds like a fine way… . You’re sure about those hash browns?”
- “I’m tempted, but no thanks. Maybe some more coffee.”
I polished off my eggs and toast. I was happy the waitress ignored my order for the dry
toast, which was lathered with butter. For an additional topping, she brought around a jar of
homemade jam.
The café was old. The bar counter and stools had seen their better days. Flags had been
placed over the counter proclaiming the great states of Oregon, California, and the Confederacy.
The eggs were soft yet done; the bread was toasted yet not burned; the jam was sweet, but not
too sweet.
The waitress returned to my spot at the bar.
-

“Do you check in with your family?”
“Yes, but it’s not part of the kitchen pass. I can check-in or not check-in.”
“Kitchen pass?”
“Yep, here’s the way it works. When a wife or husband want to get away, to just have some
time alone, or be with friends---but away from the day-to-day life…the mate gives the other
mate a kitchen pass.”
- “I swear…sounds like a fine way to…no talking to decide…no….”
- “If you want to stop and have some scrambled eggs, then you stop. If you don’t want to stop,
you keep traveling. There’s always some more eggs down the highway.”
She seemed intrigued by the idea of the kitchen pass. I thought of offering some more
thoughts about the idea: Namely, a successful relationship is one in which two partners in their
relationship offer unlimited kitchen passes to each other. They are not concerned if their mate is
visiting brothers or sisters somewhere, or taking a long drive on a long highway, or most
anything else. Physical proximity to a mate is only one aspect to a successful relationship. The
emotional proximity transcends any physical boundaries.
While the waitress and I were discussing Dr. Phil homilies for successful marriages, the
café cook came from the kitchen to our counter. Even for your reporter, the cook seemed old. I
guess she was about 80 years of age. She mentioned to the waitress she was finished with the
cornbread and would have the butter beans ready for lunch.
-

Reporter, “Is the cornbread ready?”
Cook, “Just about. Would you like a piece?
“Sure.”
Shortly, she returned with close to a fourth of a baking pan of cornbread. It hung over the
sides of the plate.
“Thanks, but I can’t eat all that.”
Cook, “Take it with you. I’ll break it up and put it in a carry out... . There you are.”
I sampled a piece and was about to comment when... .
Cook, “Don’t you want some butter!?”
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- Reporter, “This is good cornbread. Good cornbread stands by itself.”
- Waitress, “Let me bring back that jam.”
- Reporter, “Thanks, it’s very good like this…Ah, it’s not sweet. It’s been years since I’ve had
cornbread this good. The stuff you get in stores tastes like cake.”
- Cook, “Yes, I hate sweet cornbread. This is from white corn. The cornmeal was sent to me
by my sister in Tennessee.”
- Reporter, “Hmm. So is yellow corn sweet?”
- Cook, “Don’t know, but that sweet cornbread has sugar in it. Land sakes, why not just bake a
cake!”
- “For sure. How much do I owe you? I have several servings here.”
- “Not a cent. But next time you come by, I’ll charge you something... . No, don’t put the lid
down while the bread is still hot. You’ll make it mushy.”
- “OK. Wish I could stick around for those butter beans, but it’s time to hit the road.”
I walked to the cash register to pay for my breakfast.
- “I noticed the shut-down movie theater next door. When did it close?”
- Waitress, “1964. Never opened after the flood, almost wiped out the town. Too much money
to put into new seats and all. Anyway, TV was coming along. We’ve not had any flooding
problems since that time. The Army engineers fixed everything. Why, even with this storm,
there’s no water on the streets.”
- Reporter, “Not often we hear anything much good about the Army Corps of Engineers.
Seems they’re always criticized.”
- Waitress, “Well not here!”
- “You don’t mind if I make a couple photos of the café and movie house?” (As seen in Figure
10.)
- Waitress, “Not at all. Here… Here’s a Palm Café calendar to take with you.”
- “Thanks for the food and company.”
- Cook, “Come back for some butter beans.”
I will, and also for cornbread and conversation.

Figure 10. Town monuments.

We are told by developers and bankers that cities need growth to stay vibrant, to even
survive. For countries, it is gospel that if the economy is not growing, and if GNP is not
improving, something is wrong. Economies of scale---with mergers and acquisition---rule the
day.
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As for the Palm Cafes in these burgs? They are alive and well, but morphed into
blandness and named Denny’s. Homemade cornbread and freshly cooked butter beans?
Consigned to history.
What are we gaining from having a Subway every other block in a town? Cheap beef and
buns. What are we losing? Originality and new experiences. The quality of our lives cannot be
measured by WalMart discounts. Yet we spend much of our time doing comparison shopping of
life’s trivia.
My cousin thinks I’m an elitist about this issue. I cannot completely defend that I am not.
But I have asked him if he longs for paying a bit more for a hamburger at the Katty Korner Kafe
in our 1950’s hometown than for a Big Mac at the local 2010’s outlet. He lets me rest my case.
Enjoy the ride. In the not too distant future, mom and pop joints along America’s roads
will be as rare as a non-pork barreled politician or an investment banker who actually earns his
pay.
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Traveling America (XI)
Pacific Coast Highways
Report Five
January 20, 2010: Eureka, California to Gualala, California
After many miles of two lane roads, a short distance out of Eureka lies a four lane
highway. This passage south was a pleasant drive but it was not on the coast. Route 101 goes
inland and remains there for a while. I thought of driving route Route 211 through the King
Range, but it would have taken me onto the coast for just a few miles. I decided to stay on 101
until I came to Leggett. There, I left 101 for Route 1, a driving adventure unto itself. It was
worthy of Grieg’s Pier Gynt Suite, which had been playing for a while.
Stay on Route 1 until you come into San Francisco. There, Route 1 joins with Route 101
to take you through the city.
Curves Galore
Leaving 101, I drove onto the northern most leg of California Route 1. A sign
proclaimed, “Curves for the next 22 miles.” In abundance: curves up and down mountains;
narrow passages; switched backed as well. It was raining hard. A sign of “15 MPH” on a turn
became “10 MPH” in execution. I counted only two stretches of this part of Route 1 that had a
straight road of ¼ mile. Most of my time was spent turning the steering wheel and applying the
brakes to make my way through a huge storm.
Taking a deep breath, and reconciling myself to the fact I had to pay close attention to the
task at hand, I put on some music that might compose my mind but keep me alert. I was amazed
by how much effort I had to put into the task of merely driving a car. Such is old age for us gray
panthers. Our once natural instinct to react quickly to situations begins to come undone as we
near the last curves on our highway.
The album Will the Circle be Unbroken was just the juice I needed. I put on “The Wreck
on the Highway” to help me keep my bearings.
Before long, after having motored through a pristine mountainous forest, I found myself
driving on Route 1 next to the Pacific Ocean. I found it hard to believe, but I was a bit tired from
the twenty two miles of ten to fifteen MPH of loops and loop backs. Back in my 240Z sports car
days, I would have been skidding around the curves without an ounce of care---or an ounce of
sense. The advice of, “Dare to be yourself”4 takes on new meanings as the years pass by.
Nonetheless, we must keep plugging away. We’re not going to get any better at driving if we
don’t drive. Our bodies and minds will retire on their own accords; let’s not encourage their
slothful inclinations.
The end of this part of the highway gave me a fine reward: Miles of driving along the Sea
Shore Highway of Route 1. Don’t miss this part of the Pacific Coast highways. If you forgot my
previous directions, I repeat: Make sure you turn off Route 101 at Leggett and stay on Route 1
until it merges with Route 101 just north of San Francisco. Figure 11 shows some of the scenes
you will come across.

4

Andre Gide, Journal, 10 June 1891, in Leonard Roy Frank, Quotationary (New York: Random House, 2001), 183.
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Figure 11. Views from the Sea Shore Highway (Route 1).

Stop at Elk. I was tempted to check in at one of the four small motels. I walked through
two of them. They were comfortable, without adornment, and had spectacular views of the
ocean, similar to Figure 11.
I also stopped at the Elk Post Office to purchase stamps for post cards I was sending to
my niece. Standing at the post office counter was a very old man. He ordered the postal clerk to
let “this visitor” go first. I smiled and asked how he knew I was a visitor. He smiled back,
displaying a very wide grin of very few teeth. He replied he knew everyone in Elk. He proudly
offered his age. “Young man, I’m 82 years old, and I’ve been in Elk all my life.” He looked to be
older, but he was getting along fine with a cane.
What gives? Is longevity a badge of honor? It must be. We marvel at people who are old,
maybe wondering if we will make it as far down the highway as they have. I’ve begun to tell
people I am seventy years old. I try to stop myself. Who cares? My DNA is to be congratulated,
not me. I’ve kept plugging along in spite of my dissolute habits.
Elk is a well kept secret. Depending on the time of day and your schedule (of which you
should have none), you could do no wrong by stopping here for an evening. Do not expect much
in the way of nightlife or fancy cafes. These materialistic sacrifices will fade away from your
concern when you open your motel window and take in the Pacific Ocean. Again, for these few
days, I was lucky. The coast was stormy; the waves spectacular.
The wonders of the Pacific Coast highways offer breathtaking experiences. They are rare,
transient ambiences into our lives. Forgive me, as I’m waxing once more. Nonetheless, enjoy the
journey you are on. It is final. There is no warm up.
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Traveling America (XI)
Pacific Coast Highways
Report Six
January 21, 2010: Gualala, California, to Santa Cruz, California
At Gualala, the cultural scene began to change. Gone were the country cafes with
grandmothers making cornbread and old men directing traffic in a nearly vacant post office. In a
coffee shop (it’s named Trinks and is recommended for fine sandwiches) I overheard people
conversing about playing the piano at a concert in Bangor, Maine; about the coolness of Excel’s
“unlimited” rows and columns; about nearby wineries. A few miles up north, the people were
talking about lathering-up cornbread with butter.
There was no cornbread in Trinks; “only” sourdough, light rye, dark rye, pumpernickel,
and whole wheat. All done in the abundant style of urban America. Nonetheless, not worrying if
I came across as country and looking for a reaction, I asked the Trinks waitress, “I’d like some
cornbread.”
I might have just dropped my pants and mooned her. But she remained composed. As she
looked over and through me, she replied, “We don’t do cornbread here, sir.”
More Views
It was thirty-seven miles from Gualala to Jenner. The drive and the scenery were both
trying and spectacular. Continuous rain made for a more cautioned trip. But the views were
worth every turn of the steering wheel and touch of the brake. I put down in my notes: “These
miles are 10.5 on a 10.0 scale.” Admittedly, I might have been a bit punchy from the past days of
twisting and turning the car through narrow roads in heavy rain and fog. But this part of the
Pacific Coast highways was grand.
Along this way, I noticed a couple of the side roads had been cordoned off because of
flooding. On one of them, a guard had been posted to make sure a foolhardy driver would not
mistake a down curve on the road for a down-plunge into the Pacific. But with the exception of
frequent pools of water that had accumulated in the road or were flowing across the road in small
creeks, Route 1 was passable.
Around Jenner, some of the houses that were built near a river seemed to be in danger.
The water was barely a foot from the decks of these homes.
I stopped at Bodega Bay for coffee. After viewing the bay’s waters, I asked the store
clerk about the rising tides and displayed my ignorance about the surroundings of the Pacific
Coast highways:
-

“Is the water behind your store a river?”
“No sir. It’s a bay.”
“Oh. What’s it called?”
”It’s called Bodega Bay, sir.”
“Sorry. Not thinking. Still, the water level looks high to me. I saw some places north of here
that looked like they might be washed away.”
- “I doubt it. Let’s take a look,” as we walked from the store to the edge of the parking lot and
the beginning of the bay.
- “Naw, not even close, but they’re having a lot of problems up north a ways. ...on Russian
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River. For here, whatever happens, happens. In this parking lot, you’re standing on the San
Andreas Fault! I bought this place; I’ll go down with it. But my place is pretty safe. Look at
those Russian River people. They should have known what they were getting themselves
into. Damn!”
I reflected on his logic of buying a place on the San Andreas Fault line, yet lambasting
those Russian River folks for their foolhardiness: You’re stupid; I’m adventuresome.
Just below Bodega Bay is Tomales. It is a tiny town and at the time of my drive, the
highway outside of the town was heavily flooded. In dry times, if you are living in the San
Francisco area, take a drive to Tomales. It is sufficiently urban and country...adequately
funky…to satisfy most peoples’ tastes.
The drive from Leggett on Route 1 to 101 (near San Francisco) had taken the better part
of two days. Again, the hairpin curves, the road above cliffs with no railings, the rain and fog: all
kept my foot off the pedal and on the brake.
A World within a World
The feeling of this part of the Pacific Coast highways is one of convenient isolation
within a semi-solitary world of rugged beauty.
Gas stations, stores, motels, and cafes were available along this way. But unlike
America’s urban landscapes, they were few and relatively far between. Every twenty of so miles,
a sign would announce the upcoming presence of a town, typically with a population of three or
four hundred people. I saw no 7/11s or Taco Bells along this part of Route 1, only mom and pop
stores. No Marriotts or Hiltons, just small cottages and four-room motels.
Few cars were on the road. As mentioned, it was winter and a storm had laid a week-long
siege to most of the Pacific coast. On the occasion of vehicles coming from behind, I pulled off
at the next turn out. Let them churn their way to their next destination. I had no deadline to arrive
anywhere.
Nonetheless, I knew I had to end up somewhere. Ultimately, the Pacific Coast highways,
like all highways, must have an end. But what was the hurry to arrive at this somewhere? Santa
Cruz? Morro Bay? I suspect Janis Joplin could have made up verse about this small part of my
life.
Perhaps the word freedom would be mixed into her words. Perhaps, “freedom’s just
another word for nothing left to lose” might ring out with Kris Kristofferson’s song. I think
otherwise, especially after seeing other countries’ killing off semblances of freedom. Lament as
you wish, Janis and Kris, but in many parts of the world, the singing of your songs would have
you hanged, drawn, and quartered.
But sing out Janis and Kris! Your melodic poetry keeps America on its toes.
The Route 1 highway from Bodega Bay to Route 101 (just north of San Francisco) was
considerably tamer than the northern part. It was pleasant and circuitous, but the road
straightened out, and the speed limit increased from 35 MPH to 55 MPH. The views were fine,
but the drive from Leggett to Bodega Bay may have spoiled me. Once rare beauty is beheld, a
substitute is a mere stand-in.
I thought of stopping at the Point Reyes National Park, but decided to make it to Santa
Cruz by the end of the day. This decision was my first self-imposed schedule since I had left
Idaho. After making it, I admonished myself not to make another such mistake.
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After all, I was a Thoreau on wheels, cascading across America’s asphalt Walden Ponds.
Time and practicality were of no importance.
Back to Urbanity
I had grown accustomed to my fanciful entanglements with Route 1’s cliffs, its winding
roads, and the Pacific Ocean. The scenery never became ordinary, nor did I take it for granted.
But I did come to expect another fine set of pixels around each curve.
After passing by Stimson Beach, the remainder of Route 1 into Route 101 took on a
different look and feel. The road was once again narrow and winding, but unlike most of the
north part of Route 1, this segment offered views of surrounding mountains and valleys. Sections
of the road were populated with rows of houses. Nonetheless, it was a pleasant drive, a good way
to finish off a leg of the trip and take on the urban congestion of San Francisco.
Suddenly, as I rounded a sharp curve, I saw the red, orange, and green sign of a 7/11
store. With the exception of a neon light in a small motel or bar, I had gone through several
hundred miles of seeing very few primary colors.
After passing the 7/11 store, I returned to the world of the modern city. I drove onto
Route 101, crossed the Golden Gate Bridge, and took the off ramp to Route 1. For mile-aftermile, I was presented the view of wall-to-wall buildings and their businesses, vying for precious
ground to gain a foothold to life’s possible fortunes.
Don’t mistake my seemingly noble world wanderings. These corrugated and congested,
but financially vibrant zones of America provide the tax dollars for the very existence of a
financially impractical Route 1. The drive through this urban part of the Pacific Coast highways
was tedious. That’s fine by me. We must find ways to tax our asphalt pools in order to take care
of our Walden ponds.
Consider the great and monumental beauty of our national park system. As we become
more ossified into urbanity, we can find solace in the unfettered and sign free vistas of America’s
national parks. I encountered several of them along this trip (as well as campsites and small
recreation areas). Rest assured, our tax dollars are being well spent with the national park system.
Give generously.
A Barber Pole Barber Shop
I needed a haircut. I decided to avoid the hair solons and find a real barbershop. The task
was easy because yuppie hair cutting stores do not have a barber pole whirling around in front of
their doors. It’s too corny, too old fashioned, not hip. Most of the young people I know would
think themselves in Mars if they were in one of these places. No women manning the chairs,
most of the barbers are old as their barber poles, and their stories are even older.
Notwithstanding this cultural gap, some of the best barbers in America are those who cut
hair in shops that are identified with barber poles located just outside their doors.
I stopped at the Coast Side Barber Shop, Pacifica, CA (“In operation since 1956.”) Glenn
Stenstrom (78 years of age) was my barber. After our introductions, I began to notice he stopped
his clipping chores to look directly at me when I talked. He also stopped cutting when he talked.
And he talked a lot. After learning of my Navy background, he began a discourse about his time
on a U.S. Navy LST ship (Landing Ship Tank, likely the most unstable ocean-going ship that has
ever been constructed.)
Waving his comb and scissors in the air for emphasis, he explained he had two jobs on the ship.
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He was a barber and a helmsman. For the latter task, he explained the difficulty of
navigating the ship with its sensitive and time delayed helm-to-rudder system. The thought
occurred to me that his frequent manual gestures likely made for an uneven ride through a turn.
I had been in the barber chair for about forty minutes. He was still on the right side of my
head with his scissors and the south end of Korea with his ship. It then occurred to me why he
stopped cutting when I made a comment. He was near deaf and was following the movement of
my lips to catch my words. Of course, the cutting down on his cutting while he was talking had
nothing to do with his poor hearing. It was likely just a habit of friendliness.
The other barber owned the shop. He was cutting the hair of an older man. They were
talking about the customer’s time in the Marine Corps. The four of us began exchanging stories
about our military experiences: those fine days of adventure and grand times of glory.
As we soldiers age, our adventures and glories become even grander. A fly on the wall
would have thought four Medal of Honor winners were sitting in the Coast Side Barber Shop.
If you find a whirling barber shop pole next to a store (meaning the shop is open), you
will find a barber and most likely, a slice of a disappearing Americana.
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Traveling America (XI)
Pacific Coast Highways
Report Seven
January 22, 2010: Santa Cruz, California, to San Luis Obispo, California
For several miles south of Santa Cruz, urban congestion continued to display its essential
but confining presence. Factories and businesses, stacked around and on top of each other, lined
the highway. But after 40 miles or so, Route 1 opened up into farm country and later, into the
famous Big Sur area. This part of the Pacific Coast highways is similar to Route 101 in Oregon,
although it does not have as many switched backed curves. Nonetheless, many parts of the
highway are adjacent to drop off cliffs that have no guardrails next to the road. If a napping
driver goes off the side a mere few feet, he will get a sudden surprise. His rebound will not come
from a guardrail, but from jagged rocks some 100 feet below.
For this ride, the rain continued, but it was often a light sprinkle. All in all, the drive was
easier. As the storm continued to die down, my taking the vehicle across the roads became a
routine task. Willie was on the CD. He was singing one of my favorites, “Angel Flying Too
Close to the Ground.”

Figure 12. Sinking roads.

-

-

-

Crews were working to keep the main highway open.
Because of the workload, several side roads had been closed.
But with intermittent delays for one way pass-bys, Route 1
was navigable. At one stop, a crewman and I talked while
waiting for the go ahead from the other end of the repair area,
as shown in Figure 12. He was a friendly repairman although
he was not doing any repairs. He was a traffic engineer. He
had a sign in his hand. One side of it instructed GO. The other
side ordered STOP. I switched on my recorder:

Reporter, “How goes it? Lots of work this week?”
Traffic Engineer, “Totally! I’m making two house payments this month.”
I thought, You’re one of a few in America, “How much delay?”
“About ten minutes for the other side to pass through. Say, I see you’re from Idaho?”
“Yep. Headed to San Diego.”
“I’m from Montana. …OK, there’s a spot a few miles down from here that will take time to
get through. The road keeps sinking down. Last time we measured, there was thirty-five feet
of asphalt stacked on top of each other.”
“Whew!”
“Yep. The road contractors up here make a killing during bad weather.”
“Hmm. They’re not really solving the road problem at that spot, are they?”
He paused a moment. “Why should they? That would put them out of a job.”
This fellow had nailed the idea of The Never Fixed Problem Law: The person who is tasked
to fix a problem loses his job the very moment he fixes it. Thus, he never fixes it because he
is the only person who knows how to fix it.
I’ve just been told the way is open. “Good talking with you, sir,” as he flipped his traffic
engineering sign from STOP to GO.
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- “Good talking with you, too.”
The drive on the road stayed pleasant. Not as many trees, but very green and a bit more
traffic. After a hundred or so miles out of Santa Cruz, the highway straightened out and became
principally four lanes. It was an easy drive, not the stuff of the northern roads, but just fine for
taking in extraordinary views of America’s west coast.
Hearst Castle (The San Simeon State Historic Monument)
Toward midday, I had left the Santa Lucia Range of the Big Sur and was heading to the
Hearst Castle, located in San Simeon. In 1919, William Randolph Hearst---publisher, politician,
and patrician---began building this estate off the shores of the Pacific Ocean. The movie Citizen
Kane was based on the life of Hearst. Orson Welles played the role of a man who rises from rags
to riches in the newspaper business by using unprincipled tactics. There was an error in the film,
which undermined the basic premise of the plot. Hearst inherited a vast estate from his father. He
was never in rags. But that’s show biz. The fable made for a better story.
In his younger days, William’s family came to this part of California to rough it and
camp out. Later, after William became even wealthier, he decided to up the ante on pup tents.
Hearst hired the architect Julia Morgan to design a residence, guesthouses, and other
accommodations. For almost 30 years, she was in charge of the details for the 165-room castle
and the 127 acres of gardens, pools, cottages, and terraces; magnificent creations, some shown in
Figures 12 and 13.

Figure 12. Outside swimming pool
with ocean in background.

Figure 13. Main building.

Hearst created, from scratch, a whole community around San Simeon to service his
family and friends. He located his escape a few miles inland, but on hills that afforded views of
the Pacific Ocean. I snapped the photo in Figure 12, which shows an outdoor swimming pool in
the foreground and the ocean behind it. (The fog obscured most of the ocean view for this
picture.)
Figure 13 also shows a top view of the main building. Some of the construction has a
Moroccan flavor, but the overall design seems to be a mixture of architectural whim. The estate
is ornate and gaudy. The guide told several stories of Hearst buying expensive art and
furnishings from around the world and putting the stuff more-or-less anywhere.
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Figure 14 provides three examples of the interior of the castle. Some of the art work and
furnishings are several centuries old. The guide pointed out pieces that were in existence before
Christ was born. Everywhere I looked another emblem of excess was in evidence. I suspect Mr.
Hearst took the approach that he could never have too much of a good thing. The guide joked
about his going on buying sprees without any idea where (or if) his purchases would fit into an
overall theme. Because there was no overall theme (that I could discern), it made for simpler
shopping.

Figure 14. Taste or tackiness?

Take a look at the map of California (Report Four). William’s campgrounds were 150
miles from his newspaper and hubs of business in San Francisco. Recognizing the ordeal of long
road trips into and out of his estate, he built a private airport, one big enough to handle DC-3 size
planes and egos.
My envy is showing here.
I’d likely have done the same
thing. As pleasant as it is, the drive
from the bay area to San Simeon
would get old if taken often. Still,
and unlike Vanderbilt’s Biltmore
Estate in North Carolina---and one
it is often compared to---the Hearst
ambience was one of excessive
tackiness. I walked away thinking
about the old Jewish proverb,
“Where there is too much,
something is missing.”

Figure 15. Indoor Pool.

The last spectacle I saw before returning to the highways was the indoor pool, shown in
Figure 15. Parts of the flooring in and around the pool are decorated with gold paint. Not gold
like paint; gold paint. Hearst didn’t know what to do with all his money: Say, Ms. Morgan, how
about you mosey down to Sherwin-Williams and pick up a few barrels of gold paint?
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Why not? It was his money. Unlike the titans of Wall Street today, William did not fleece
any stockholders to install his ornate toys. (See other reports in Your on the Street Reporter
series about the extravagances that investment bankers ladle onto themselves with someone
else’s money.)
Madonna Inn
Just outside of San Luis Obispo is the Madonna Inn. Don’t pass this place up. It has some
of the flair of the Hearst Castle, but it is not an expensive operation. After viewing photos of this
hotel, I wager you will agree it is pretentious, ostentatious, affected, flamboyant, and a load of
fun. Figure 16 shows typical scenes at the Madonna Inn.

Top left: One of the inn’s
buildings.
Top right: Swimming pool

Bottom left: Statue in restaurant.
Middle: Wash basin.
Bottom right: Urinal.

Figure 16. The Madonna Inn.

While I was walking around taking photos, a woman stopped me:
“Don’t miss the men’s room down stairs.”
“…Eh…”
“You won’t believe the urinal down there.”
“Really?” I wanted to ask why she was in the men’s room checking out urinals, but I could
not come up with any cool Clint Eastwood witticisms. I asked, “Did you use it?”
- “No! You’ll see why when you see it.”
- “Thanks. I can’t recall anyone telling me I should check out a urinal. I’m on the way now.”
-

I could see why she was drawn to this urinary trough: It was a piece of rock art.
Esthetically speaking, I preferred the wash basin, but then I’m fond of giant sea shells.
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- No privacy at this urinal. No partitions separating the pissing parties:
- Hey, how’s it going?
- Fine. Eh, I’d appreciate if you’d keep facing the wall.
The Anti-Homogenization Effect. Each of the 109 rooms is decorated with a different
theme (See Figure 17.) If Holiday Inn and Motel 8 executives stayed here they would suffer from
the deadly “Exposure to Something Different Syndrome”.

Old Fashioned Room.
Carin Room.

Matterhorn Room.

Paris Violets Room.

Figure 17. Examples of rooms.

I was not certain how the rooms’ names were picked. The Matterhorn Room did not look
very Matterhornish. But I was told a European Alp cow bell, hanging just inside the door, served
to authenticate its theme.
My room was decorated in a horse theme. The desk clerk and I talked about my choices
of rooms while he showed me a large binder of pictures similar to those in Figure 17.
- Reporter, “I’m traveling alone. Don’t think I need anything on the order of a Paris Violets
suite.”
- “How about this one sir?” As he showed me a picture of my future room.
- “That’s just fine. Say, do you get a lot of newlyweds here? With the exception of my room,
most of them look like wedding suites.”
- “Yes, it’s a big part of our business. Here’s your key; here’s how to get to your room.”
(Shown in Figure 18).
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Figure 18. The horse theme room.

Most of the common areas were decorated with pink or red colors. As seen in Figure 19,
even the ice buckets and glass covers in the rooms were pink. The box on the right side of Figure
19 caught my attention. The main lettering is “Madonna Inn Soap Cake (Don’t eat the soap!).”
Later, I asked the desk clerk about this label warning. He chuckled and said it was mostly for
fun, but also offered there had been occasions when an unwary customer had chewed off a piece
of the stuff.

Figure 19. Pink and red things.

- Reporter, “Ha! That’s easier to do than what you might think. I recall an incident during my
high school years. My dad was in the bathroom about to brush his teeth. He came bounding
out of the room yelling, ‘God damn! Who bought this toothpaste?’ It turns out he had put
Clearasil on his brush.”
- “Have a good day, sir.”
- “You, too.”
It would be easy to mistake this hotel as glitter substituting for quality. It is not. Many of
the windows are made of custom designed leaded glass. Parts of a curved marble balustrade
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came from the Hearst Castle. The copper and brass items are original creations. Most of the
wood carvings were created by artists brought in from various parts of the world for the sole task
of tailoring doors, beams, and railings to the wishes of Alex and Phyllis Madonna, the creators of
this lovely, whimsical place.
The meal was four star, a perfectly cooked Salmon, not too dry; not too wet.
Wrapped in a 1950 veneer of pinkish Las Vegas chutzpah, the Madonna Inn is a serious,
high-quality hotel.
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Traveling America (XI)
Pacific Coast Highways
Report Eight
January 23, 2010: San Luis Obispo, California, to Malibu, California
I left the Madonna Inn this morning. The hotel will stay in my memory. I hope to return.
If so, I’m going to choose the Paris Violets room. No more horse rooms. I’m going to live it up.
Since I started the trip over a week ago, today was the first day of clear weather. The
highway out of San Luis Obispo was four lanes of gentle curves undulating through fields of
green pastures. The road usually meandered through flat farm land. But occasionally, I would
pass by softly rolling hills—luxuriant from a week-long soaking.
Sixty-five MPH! For the past seven days, I had not taken my power laden (and
accelerator impaired) Toyota much over 40 miles per hour---more often around 30. My present
speed was modest, but being unaccustomed to a former slow pace, it seemed fast. Before long, I
settled in to humans’ second nature: Habit. It took over to keep me on the road while I looked
across the landscape.
Sixty miles outside of San Luis Obispo, rugged mountains came into view (the Coast
Ranges). Then, for about ten miles, the highway snaked-back toward the coast. Much of the
drive was easy along this part of the route. It was pleasant to view. The S curves were
circumspect.
To my left was the Los Padres National Forest; to my right, the Pacific Ocean. Not bad
duty. My friends in the Washington, DC area would be licking their (frozen) chops. The east
coast was undergoing one of the worst snow storms in recent history. On Toyota! Take me down
the highways of an ice-free Pacific Coast.
Although I passed through Santa Barbara, I was tempted to stop because of the city’s
reputation for housing famous people. But I doubted if any of them would be at the local
Starbucks, so why bother? Even more, why bother movie stars? Fame has bestowed enough
burdens on them.
Instead of Santa Barbara, I opted for the community of Carpenteria. Take a break from
your motoring. Pull off here. Spend time walking its main street. This small avenue ends at the
ocean and is lined with a sensible assemblage of saltwater taffy stores and discount chains. It’s
set up in a way to please the purse and palate. Figure 20 shows why.

Figure 20. Street scenes from Carpenteria.
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The left photo shows the main street looking north to the Los Padres mountain range. The
middle photo is a shot toward the ocean. The right photo shows a Rite Aid drug store. Look
again. This building does not resemble a Rite Aid drugstore, or for that matter, any modern
drugstore. We’ll use this building to examine one aspect of America’s urban landscapes.
On several occasions in these essays, this writer has attempted to make the case about the
commonsense, practical need to build and maintain our asphalt pools in order to pay for the
preservation of our Walden Ponds. This issue may seem trivial, but it is often a major component
in America’s debates about the underlying fabrics of its towns and cities.
I think few people take issue with the idea of commercial zones in a city, mostly devoid
of waterfalls and water fountains. Nonetheless, I have come across mentally pock-marked folks
who, for example, say an industrial complex should be beautified to meld with the surrounding
hills and dales. Their basic idea is fine, but they offer no compromise to their remodeling ideas.
They never consider that some parts of a city are set up for making things. Sometimes making
things makes things dirty. They are impractical people, yet their confused meanderings populate
a lot of editorial space in the media.
I read one article claiming the steel mills in Pennsylvania were mucking up steel-mill
neighborhoods; that these factories had no place in America. The message was import steel,
export intelligence. Sure, but this illusion can carry a nation only so far. Not everyone in America
can code JAVA software. Someone has to put the pedal to the metal and create sheets of metal.
Some of these people are divorced from the reality of making a living based on burning
calories and coal. They have lost ties to the physical world and are disconnected from the basics
of creating wealth. They remind me of an infant who takes milk from the mother without
appreciating the source of the sustenance.
I’ve become part of this aloof culture. I partition myself into gated communities and stay
in tony hotels. Still, I grew up in a blue-collar world. I value my roots, but I am thankful I am
now in the branches. Nonetheless, I hope my lofty perch does not obscure a realistic view of my
past; nor an appreciation of luck to be where I am; nor an appreciation for the clerks at Walmart
and McDonald’s who are barely getting by.
The photo in Figure 20 of the Rite Aid store is an example of an easy-to-achieve
compromise. The building blends with its surroundings and at the same time, announces that it
dispenses aspirin, 7-Up, Michael Jackson CDs, and other palliatives. It is pleasant to behold. It
has not compromised its mission of making money. Nor has it wrapped itself up in conventional
corporate colors and icons. Yet there it is, doing business and taking a profit.
We seem fixed on the notion that we will overlook a 7/11 store on our way down the
highway if it is not identified with its red, orange and green sign. I disagree. We don’t need a
copyrighted symbol to represent the product. We need the product to represent the product.
Karate Kids
Other aspects about America stood out during this trip. One, we are a bunch of very fat
people, way beyond the obesity levels of any other country I have visited. I read a news item that
the per capita consumption of sugar-based soda is 49.5 gallons.5 Given that a typical 8 oz. soda
(according to a Pepsi Cola label) contains 100 calories, one ounce of sugared soda is 12.5
calories. A gallon contains 64 oz. of liquid. Fifty gallons of liquid equals 3,200 ounces. Each
ounce of cola contains 12.5 calories, so 50 gallons of the stuff contains 40,000 calories.
5

Mark Bittman, “A Sin we Sip Instead of Smoke?” The New York Times, February 14, p. WK-4.
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Statistics vary, but studies state that for an average person, around 3,000 calories beyond
one’s weekly maintenance level will add about a pound of weight. Whatever the exact number is,
fifty gallons of Pepsi Cola per year translates into over 13 pounds of fat. Not muscle, fat; some of
which finds its way around our waists and into our arteries.
These statistics are only for sodas. French Fries, cheeseburgers, and other fast food fares
lead to yet more calorie intake.
What to do? Eat a bit less and exercise a lot more. Take it from me; it is really that
simple. During the latter part of my professional career, I was on the road at least 300 nights of
each year. I ate in my hotel, usually in my room while I did research or wrote. I stopped
swimming, running, and playing tennis in order to meet publishing deadlines. In a few short
years, I was a white man’s Chubby Checkers, and I had not had an ounce of fat on me until that
time. One day, I looked in the mirror and saw a stranger; at least the stomach in the image was
not familiar. I took up exercise, and if anything tasted “good,” I spit it out. If I can do it, anyone
can.
Some children in Carpenteria are fighting America’s fat binge. On main street, I passed
by a martial arts studio. The front door was open. I took in the scene shown in Figure 21. Some
twenty kids were exercising. The routines kept them moving at a steady pace. I watched them
doing sit-ups, push-ups, and stretches. They seemed to be having fun and in the long run, if they
kept up their efforts, they were extending their time on life’s highway.

Figure 21. Take that Kung Fu Fat!

Several adults were standing near me.
- I asked one of them, “Morning. Doing some writing and reporting about small towns. Mind if
I talk to you. (He nodded OK). “Any of these kids belong to you?”
- The Fung Fu father smiled, “Two.”
- “Don’t see much of this. Your kids like it?”
- “They love it. They look forward to each session. They’re with their friends….”
- “Do you reward them afterwards with a Big Mac? Just a joke.”
- “Ha. Sometimes, but usually no. No point doing these exercises if they’re going to waste it
away. We mostly keep them off Cokes and candy. But…hell, they’re kids, not monks. Like
any parent, we cater to them. But Cokes and Big Macs are the exception, not the rule.”
- “My hat’s off to you.”
We talked for a few more minutes; then I headed down the street to a donut store for a
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chocolate éclair.
Jokes aside, perhaps there’s a perspective we might take about eating, drinking, and
exercise, about fine health in general. It deals with making reasonable compromises. As one
example, we’ve seen the anal-compulsive eaters in action. They fret to the waitress about an
overeasy egg that was basted in the incorrect oil. They labor over the salad bar, weighing the
various innocuous choices as if they were life-threatening condiments. They consume enormous
numbers of strawberries---when a raspberry should be reserved especially for them. They have
become prisoners to their otherwise fine ideas.
I try to strike a balance. I know I’m not very disciplined and find myself on the tread mill
of guilt more than I think is reasonable for a person my age. But overall, I’m at peace with my
pieces.
As you have likely (and patiently) noticed, I have been using this trip as a metaphor for
living life, for driving life’s highways, of taking the curves and getting on with living. Permit a
couple more analogies.
I intend to keep on driving for as long as I can, just as I’ve been doing on the Pacific
Coast highways. My only hesitation is a recurring dream I have about my funeral. I’m inside my
coffin. I’m being lowered into the grave. As I pass by the grave’s surface and the coffin sinks
into the hole, the light of the day and the green of the grass give way to the dark of the earth and
the smell of the sod. All things considered, it is not a very peaceful dream for someone who
thinks death is not necessarily a remedy for one’s ills.
During this part of the dream, I can somehow see my tombstone. The stone’s inscriptions
state the usual: name, birth date, and date of death. But beneath these statistics, an inscription
reads, “He died a healthy man.” As I continue my descent into Mother Earth’s final womb, I ask
myself, Where did I go wrong?
Malibu
I left Carpenteria with the intent of spending the afternoon and overnight in Malibu, the
famous shore where many movie stars have their homes. This beach was special to me. During
my youth, it was the place where I took my first plunge into an ocean. From that day, I have had
a love affair with Pacific Ocean swimming.
On the way to Malibu, I passed by Oxnard
and saw the first skyscrapper since leaving San
Francisco. But no others appeared until I passed
through the LA area the next morning.
Parts of Route 1 to Malibu are next to the
ocean, as shown in Figure 22. After Oxnard, the
views were not as fine as before. But as you can see,
they were still “acceptable.” As well, the storm was
over. The remainder of the trip was under clear skies
and sun filled driving.

Figure 22. Road to Malibu.

As I approached Malibu, the coastal landscape began to change. While small passages to
the beach were available from Route 1, and all the beach areas were public, closely bunched
residences began to populate the shore. Some of these houses can be seen along the shore in the
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left photo in Figure 23.
I stayed at Malibu Beach
Inn (Malibubeachinn.com.). It is a
superb hotel. The rooms overlook
the Pacific Ocean, with side views
of the shoreline. The food is four
star. A word of caution: It’s pricey.
I paid $385 for a night’s lodging--even after the desk clerk had
Figure 23. Malibu Beach Scenes.
knocked off around $50. I think he
saw sticker shock in my eyes and quickly dropped the price to keep me interested. At any rate
(no pun intended), the hotel had perks to help justify the price. The staff offered an iPhone to use
during my stay. I joked with the desk captain about their keeping their phone while letting me
keep a bit more of my money. He smiled but declined the offer.
I took pictures from my room and from the outside café. The left photo in Figure 23
shows the Malibu coast line, looking to the north. The right photo is a shot of Santa Catalina
Island. I was surprised to see this island because I had assumed it was farther south. It is located
south of Malibu, but it’s obviously visible from the hotel.
The Storm’s Toll
The afternoon was spent walking the beach. The waves were navigable. Surfers were
testing the tides. I walked southward for a mile or so. During the walk, I came upon several dead
creatures (two are shown in Figure 24). They may have died naturally. More likely, they had
gotten caught up in the Frankenstorm and were unable to free themselves from its onslaughts.
The old saw of “death keeps no calendar” seemed at odds with these scenes. The calendar was
that of a huge storm.

Figure 24. Storm victims.

The remainder of the time on the beach was spent talking with surfers and beachcombers.
I noticed some of the people on the surfboards were using a long paddle to make their way out to
the waves. One of the guys who did hand paddling scoffed at this innovation, saying it was a lazy
man’s way to surf. It reminded me of the long handled putter in golf. Some golfers mock it,
saying it’s not a real golf club.
I play golf to be with friends and loved ones. It is not my cup of tea. I don’t surf, so I
can’t comment on these instruments. But I play tennis, and I can attest to the difference that
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improved racquet technology has made on the sport. It’s been huge. For my readers who have
not played the game with these new racquets, give it a go. They create phenomenal speed and
powerful spins on the ball. Against a competent singles player, the game can be as arduous and
taxing as one-on-one basketball.
I favor changing a sport’s technology that will make us perform better, as long as it does
not lead to dangerous situations (luge comes to mind). The sensation of hitting a tennis ball with
these improved racquets, if executed correctly as an outright, well-placed winner, is exhilarating.
Plus, you will burn off a lot of Pepsi Cola calories.
I returned to the hotel and had dinner on the café balcony. For a while, I took in the ocean
and distant Catalina Island. My trip was winding down. Its end was not far away.
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Traveling America (XI)
Pacific Coast Highways
Report Nine
January 23, 2010: Malibu, California, to San Diego, California
I decided to get an early start today. I left the fine Malibu Beach Inn around 6 AM, then
made the only major navigation mistake of this trip. I stayed on Route 1 through the LA area.
Lucky for me, it was an early Sunday morning, and the traffic was light.
For the next fifty miles, I came across 10x traffic lights, 10y McDonalds; and because I
was semi-cruising through an undeclared province of Mexico, 10z Taco Bells. It was numbing; a
traffic light every second or third intersection; several fast food outlets in between the lights. I
could not believe the number of Wendy’s et al I was encountering. Small wonder we citizens are
not small.
Here is my suggestion for traveling this part of America: Don’t.
I recommend you stay on Route 1 through Malibu. There you will see the ocean and
homes of very wealthy people. Granted, you will not be able to see much of the sea because the
very wealthy people have placed their homes between the Pacific Coast highway and the coast
itself. But you will have fine views of their garages and privacy fences.
I am overstating a bit, as mentioned in the last report, several long paths are open to the
sea and available to the public. But having lived in the area earlier in my life, a few hints: Avoid
driving through this area during the summer. If you do, take the trip in the middle of the night
before half of the population of water starved Los Angelinos flock to the Pacific Ocean. Summer
traffic on this funky passageway through America puts Houston’s gridlock system to shame.
However, if you make the trip at night, you will not be able to see much anyway. Mel Gibson
and his counterparts have foreclosed on your view of the Pacific Ocean.
Nonetheless, take in the Malibu route. Look for the Chart House. Stop in and have a
drink (I recommend the Moscow Mule) and something to eat. It’s been there for as long as I can
remember.
When you approach Topanga, make a left turn onto Route 27. Take an Interstate that
heads south (usually, Interstate 5 as you go farther south). Return to Route 1 at (a) Huntington
Beach (a popular surfer area); (b) Newport Beach (with a lot of traffic lights and limited views of
the ocean, but interesting shops and cafes); or (c) Laguna Beach (congested, but lots of fine
places for eating and drinking).
Hotel Del Coronado
My last night on the Pacific Coast highways was done in fine fashion. I stayed at the
Hotel del Coronado (the Del). I had lectured here in the 1990s and wanted to see how it was
holding up. After all, the hotel was built in 1888 and is made of wood. Time must have taken its
toll.
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The Del was in fine shape.
Figure 25 shows a view of its
courtyard and my room. The
furnishings were as old as the hotel.
The desk (partially seen at the lower
left in the right photo) was carved
over a century ago; so was the
headboard. The telephone was up-todate. Wireless Internet was available,

Figure 25. Del Coronado Hotel.

free of charge.
The hotel is worth your visit, but I was turned off by the Del’s nickel and diming me. I
paid a lot of money for the room, yet I was charged for parking and some other incidentals. The
practice reminded me of the airlines charging us to check a bag, as if travelers don’t carry
suitcases. Hotels and airlines know we are captive to their charges, so they pile it on. I could not
go to this hotel if I had no car. I cannot visit my cousin in Houston if I don’t carry some
luggage…unless my cousin is the same size and will loan me clothes.
“Improvements.” I also missed the ornate bar, which had been replaced with a sandwich
shop. During the time I was stationed at a Navy base nearby, my buddies and I would come to
the Del for drinks. The bar was of heavy oak. The place was dark and cool, perfect for getting
away from a hot day of training. The bartender seemed to have been as old as the hotel, but he
could make a fine Moscow Mule. No longer.
I passed on the ham and rye and strolled out to the beach area to check out Del’s fine
tennis facility. No longer. The hotel’s tennis facility had been cleared:
- Reporter to a Del employee, “Say, am I in the wrong location? Where are the tennis courts? I
thought I played right here a few years ago.”
- “You did sir…and you’re looking at ‘em.”
- “Gone?”
“Yes. These condo units replaced them….after you left.”
- “I recall there were no court fees; just charges for a lesson…. Not enough tennis players I
suppose.”
- “Couldn’t say sir.”
- “Thanks.”
It was not a matter of tennis players. It was a matter of money. Occasionally, our asphalt
pond mentality gets the best of our Walden Pond aspirations. I suppose that’s why we have
building codes. Anyway, the Del Coronado Hotel is protected from the Wrecker’s ball. It was
designated a National Historic Landmark in 1977.
“Recollections.” I decided to visit the convention room where I gave a talk in the mid
1990s. My subject had been the emerging Internet technology of Voice Over IP (VOIP). Today,
the room was being used by a rural telephone company trade association. I spoke with the people
at the registration desk. I asked about the subject of the meeting:
- He responded, “Are you familiar with IP sir?”
- “Yes.”
- “The meeting going on now is about IP’s role in video applications and in teleconferencing.”
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- “I’m at the Del as a tourist, and I’m now retired. A few years ago, I wrote a book on the
subject,Voice Over IP…VOIP.”
- “Oh? May I ask your name?”
“Uyless Black.”
- “I’ve read your book. What a coincidence. Look, if you wish, go right in. You might enjoy
the presentation.”
Disconnections and Connections
I entered the room. It was packed. The speaker was extolling the virtues of VOIP---Video
Over IP. Same initials, but a different application from my book. As if he invented the idea, he
also spoke of using IP for all Web applications. There is no other choice, but the audience was
likely unaware of this fact.
I seemed to be in two time warps, one to the past, the other to the future. Much of my
past was reflected in that room. I had been taken back to a former time of efficacious tension, of
making money, of dispensing (well known) facts. It seemed far removed from Redwoods and
coastal highways.
The man was talking about a subject I knew down to the last detail, yet one from which I
was now disconnected. I left the convention with a sense of relief. No more revisiting old
highways.
Ah, not quite. One more old road was about to be called on. It would be a fitting finale
for the Pacific Coast highways trip.
Frogman Memories
The final leg of this trip was taken for another reason than exploring the Pacific Coast
highways. I wanted to pay another call on the U.S. Navy amphibious base in Coronado.
The Navy reminiscence took me back to my younger days. I walked the beach (called the
Strand) where I trained for the Underwater Demolition Teams, the forerunner to today’s SEALs.
I had mixed feelings about this excursion. I was injured on that beach, which led to the
abandonment of a long held dream. Yet that very injury placed me into a new billet in the Navy,
which led to my profession...and the luxury of being able to write these reports without soliciting
your contributions.
I stood for a while and beheld the Strand’s sand dunes and the UDT obstacle course. The
thought occurred to me of how depressed I was on that very beach in 1963. I could hardly walk
from the injury, but I could not get past blaming myself for being injured in the first place.
Time heals. I also recalled an incident that occurred during a lecture in London many
years since those Navy days. For five days, I had been lecturing to a tough group of engineers
from British Telecom. I did fine, but when I walked out of the door to the reception area on that
final day, my assistant observed that I looked beaten-down.
I offered that sometimes I wondered if I were in the right job, especially after five days of
tense exchanges. She was older and wiser than I. She had been working with me for five years
and knew me well. She said, “Uyless, someday this day will seem so distant.”
That’s the thought I carried with me while I looked at the Strand.
It’s a Wrap
The journey was finished. I had regrets that it was over, but I was happy to have taken the
time to make the trip. Making the trip is what it’s all about. The arrival is not all that important.
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The Pacific Ocean had been a fine traveling companion. So had the storm, the cliffs, and the
Redwoods. So had Willie, Waylon, and Ludwig.
Leaving the Pacific Coast highways, I headed for my winter home in Palm Springs. For a
trip of less than two thousand miles, it had taken a long time. Willie would have appreciated this
final Country & Western gem:
It’s through life’s highway,
that I take my byway.
The journey may be long,
like a country song.
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